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There are researchers and practitioners in the areas of mod-
eling and modeling language design who focus mainly on
a syntactic point of view. For example, they may look at
language design for language agglomerates like UML or
SysML, as well as more customized DSLs, to consider the
optimal syntactic constructs that are needed to cover all of
the different kinds of phenomena occurring in a real-world
problem context. Other researchers may focus on the seman-
tic point of view to understand the meaning of a specific
model as expressed in a language. A general challenge is
when the same syntactic construct can be interpreted differ-
ently in various contexts of usage.

A well known but often confusing example is the class
diagram. A class “Person” in such a diagram may have dif-
ferent meanings based on the phase of development in which
it is used. If the diagram has been defined during business
requirements elicitation, the class actually represents human
beings. In this case, “Persons” are real objects in the world of
physical things.When the same class diagram is then used for
design, the very same class “Person” suddenly describes the
data structure that is capable of collecting data about human
beings and thus a purely virtual concept emerges. Somewhere
between requirements elicitation and design, the interpreta-
tion adds a step of indirection that is not reflected in the syntax
itself. Other prominent examples use different interpretations
of various modeling elements, which frequently lead to con-
fusion. The situation is evenmore challenging when physical
systems are accompanied with digital twins, where software
components intelligently control a physical representation.
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It would be helpful to have an underlying paradigm that
connects all of the different interpretations and views (e.g.,
structure, data structure, interaction, behavior, state, agents,
or activities) that are represented through various modeling
techniques.

In the context of the upcoming SysML 2.0 definition, it
is evident that a semantically sound and useful integration
could play a major role toward addressing this challenge of
differing interpretations. One possibility is to consider the
often used paradigm of “function”.

Both systems engineers and software engineers have cre-
ated the idea of using functions as a development paradigm.
In mechanical engineering and other engineering contexts,
Pahl and colleagues have explored the functional paradigmas
a mechanism to describe the functionality of a complex sys-
tem by decomposing it into its elementary functions, which
are realized by principal solutions [1]. As software engineers,
we were very surprised to discover that our mechanical engi-
neering colleagues have a fixed number of approximately 350
principal solutions that represent elementary components for
all kinds of systems that describe all possible forms of atomic
functions.

For conceptually or physically distributed computer sys-
tems, the same functional paradigm can be used to describe
the collaboration among active computational units. Many
interesting software systems are contextually and often
physically distributed, which makes a functional paradigm
appealing. Broy and Stølen have defined an explicit approach
for such a functional paradigm [2], and others have similar
approaches [3].

Whatwefindmost appealing is the degree of compatibility
and similarity between the mechanical engineering and soft-
ware engineering variants of the functional paradigm. They
can be integrated and formalized on the mathematical con-
cept of a function, given that there is a precise definition
of “streams” of energy, material or data that enters the sys-
tem and exits the system through some kind of appropriate
“channel” or “interaction surface”.
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Lightweight versions of a functional paradigm are usu-
ally visible in various formal methods approaches, where
logic-based description mechanisms are mapped into sim-
pler semantic domains. For example, various forms of agents
have their idea of functions as the underlying paradigm. Fur-
thermore, structural decomposition in architecture languages
can be explained using functional composition (i.e., connect-
ing functions through their channels) and interaction can be
described through the flowof elements on the channels. State,
including data state and Statechart state, describes the inter-
nal state of the component, which becomes visible when a
component may rely on the internal state when producing
output. Activities and behavior represent the relationships
between the input and the output of a component. The only
other highly relevant and omnipresent modeling viewpoint
that is not very well connected to the functional paradigm is
themodeling of complex data structures (e.g., using class dia-
grams). Even though classes can in principle be regarded as
components with input and output, in practice many classes
are only used as data structures.

But the integration and harmonization of these viewpoints
is not easy. Researchers may also find solutions for a help-
ful, generally usable integration of the functional paradigm
and data structures. The integration of software and systems
modeling paradigms based on functions seems feasible and
may be the best approach to unify the relevant theories.

There is still one major challenge that we have to deal
with, namely, the integration of continuously changing flows
(e.g., electrical energy, analogous signals, or water) with dis-
crete and even event-based flows such as physical objects
like screws or cars or data messages. This is not so much a
problem between software and mechanics, but a pure math-
ematical problem, where the mathematical theories exist in
principle, but we have not yet sorted out what is practically
the best solution path. Discretization of continuous flows is
of course possible [4] but tedious to deal with when spec-
ifying systems. For many processes, computation is quick
compared to the physical process. This is why Edward Lee’s
Ptolemy uses a super-dense time approach, where computa-
tion is so quick that little time progress occurs, but still the
order of events is retained. Computation is very slow com-
pared to the process and needs a different form of functional
integration.

We can ask the mathematicians to improve the theories
and let us modelers use the functional paradigm at a level of
abstraction that is helpful for us to model our systems and
software as efficiently as possible.
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